
TESTING CLUTCHES ON POWAKADDY 
 

The Golf Workshop, nor any of its employees, assume no responsibility or liability 
for any damage or malfunction when a customer carries out self-fitting of this part. 

Any modification and/or conversion of the item invalidate any guarantee. 
We will supply telephone or email support if required 

 
Find a suitable flat clear surface to work on and if you are unsure of what you need to do please seek help or 
advice from a qualified person.  Use a small container to keeps parts in whilst working. 
 
If you have a digital camera, before you start and at each stage take photographs so that you can check 
back when re-assembling. 
 
Place the trolley up on blocks with the wheels off the ground. 
 
Rotate each wheel forward and they should turn freely. 
 
Rotate one wheel in reverse, you should feel a strong resistance and the axle should turn 
with the wheel. 
 
Carry out the same test on the other wheel. 
 
If either, or both, wheels revolve backwards easily and the axle does not turn then this is a 
sign that clutches are worn and need replacing. 
 
One final test is to check that the 3 roll pins are intact. Tap out the pin securing the axle to 
the gearbox, under the black tapered plastic cover, and the two roll pins securing the 
clutches. If these are intact then the clutches definitely will need replacing. 
 
While you have the clutch off the axle it is worth examining the axle blocks held in place by 
the rivet shown in Fig. 1. These are the black plastic mouldings under each side of the 
chassis and the axle runs through them. Wiggle the axle up and down and if the axle block 
holes are elongated they should be replaced. Failure to replace them will mean the axle can 
move up and down excessively and will cause wear and tear on the gearbox. Far cheaper to 
replace the axle blocks, (100510KIT)  than the gearbox. 
 
 
Happy golfing. 
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